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AROMAS 

Adventure  
An exciting mixture of green orange, neroli, sweet tangerine, cedar wood 
and patchouli 

Aero Cardio 
This floral mix of eucalyptus and other essential oils, stimulates the body 
while improving overall respiratory function. 

Artesian 
 

A touch retro characterizes this creation. Bursts of Mandarin, Bergamot and 
blackcurrant take you to a heart of Pink pepper, jasmine and roses. 
Patchouli, Sandalwood, oak moss and American cedar are wrapped into a 
colorful blanket of Amber, vanilla and hyper sensual musk. 

Asian Mint Upscale fragrance with crisp fresh mint leaves, Chamomile, and Bergamot. 

Baby Powder Clean fresh notes of violet and musk create this traditional powdery blend. 

Baies 
A floral bouquet of roses, jasmine, and blackcurrant. Hints of raspberry and 
bitter oranges add extra character to this exquisite fragrance. 

Beach Fiesta  
Kiwi, lychee and green melon with a watery floral heart lead to a sensual 
background of sandalwood, musk and amber – a fun fragrance! 

Bergamot Amber 
A lively blast of Bergamot, Mandarin, and Bitter Orange grouped with notes 
of Jasmine and Benzoin Vanilla blended beautifully with a warm Amber, 
Patchouli, Vetiver and Musks.  

Bergamot Orange 
A wonderful citrus combination of sweet just picked orchard oranges and 
the lively odor of bergamot. A fresh clear fruity and sweet creation 

Bergamot Spice 
Fresh Bergamot is combined with Italian Basil Leaves; supported by 
Lavender and Cedar Wood 

Bergamot Vanilla 
A bright top of bergamot combines brilliantly with a rich vanilla essence and 
a hint of dark rum.  

Blondwood 

Discover the ultra-sensual top note of oakwood and blondwood, supported 
by bergamot and cardamom, leading you into an overdose blend of 
sandalwood, guaiacwood and white jasmine. Oakmoss and musk complete 
this creation. 

Blue Grass 
Light Breeze of outdoor greens in the top brings you the wonderful aroma of 
freshly cut grass, enhanced by sparkling aldehydes, touches of dewy mint 
leaves and cyclamen flowers.  

Cannabis 
 
A journey to youthful days of exploration and blissfully smoky escape.  
  

Citrus Wood 
Fresh Bergamot and Green Apple are masterfully mixed with Sensual 
Woods, Cedar Wood, Sandalwood, Amber and Musk to form a uniquely 
refreshing fragrance. 
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Conviction 

An exciting journey accented with awakening lemon Argentina and petit 
grain oil from lemon tree. Also, boasting sweet hints of bergamot, vetiver oil, 
and earthy notes of cedar wood oil Virginia, clove buds, patchouli, and 
musk's. 

Cool Air  
A perfect blend of eucalyptus with fresh mint to create a healthy and 
refreshing environment. 

Crushed Lime Mint 
A bracingly chilly fragrance composed with fresh citrus accords and 
highlighting lime. Rich muddled mint and lime create an icy cool mix against 
the cheerful warmth of fresh squeezed citrus. 

Elegance 
The fresh warm spicy herbaceous aroma of sage is fortified by the woody 
earthiness of cedar wood and balanced over the powdery warmth of vanilla.  

Elements 
Geranium, cardamom, lemon and a fresh tea leaves note enhanced by a 
"blue" metal accord.  Very cool. 

Eucalyptus 
Breathe deeply as the powerful herbaceous decongestant properties of 
Eucalyptus support the respiratory system to combat the effects of cold and 
flu. 

Fine Suede 
This arm, musky fragrance evokes the luxury of fine leather - a subtle blend 
of earthiness and elegance. 

Fresh Blue 
A premium fragrance that begins with mouthwatering mandarin, fresh 
watery ozone and green cardamom notes; supported by black pepper and 
musk.  

Fresh Grass 
Green, fresh, and clean. A nostalgic journey into the childhood smell of a 
freshly cut lawn.  

Fresh Linen 
A crisp light scent with subtle citrus nuances and a powdery lightness 
reminding you of an open window on a summer day. 

Gardenia 
The exquisite aroma of tropical Gardenia with a top note sweet and green 
and a floral body intense and rich truly capturing the natural aroma found in 
this beautiful flower. 

Grapefruit Vanilla 
The sparkling freshness of tree ripened grapefruit bursts forth with a 
tanginess of citrus and warm vanilla touch. 

Green Bamboo 

 
A lush, exotic, green fragrance opening with notes of melon, grapefruit and a 
bright dewy sparkle, followed by a floral heart of hyacinth, night blooming 
jasmine, rose petals and star anise, and finishing with a crisp, green, tropical 
bamboo and subtle woody nuance. 
 

Green Tea 
The aroma of warm steeping green tea leaves. Green Tea is celebrated for its 
unique, refreshing and subtle aroma. 
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Green Tea Lemon 
Grass 

An herbal bouquet of green tea with a refreshing splash of lemon grass. 

Guava Cucumber 
Refreshing cucumber combines with juicy tropical guava in this sweet fresh 
aroma of Guava Cucumber 

Hawaiian Tropical 
This smells exactly like a famous brand of tanning lotion.  Awesome coconut 
nectar with an ever so slight hint of banana. 

Holiday Spice 
This holiday aroma combines floral notes, with the sweetness of fruit, and 
the spicy delight of cinnamon.  

Hyacinth Grass 
The floral fresh aroma of real hyacinth flowers accented with a touch of 
fresh green grass. 

Inspiration A refreshing mix of clary sage, tea tree, romero, lemon and ginger. 

Island Sensation 
The indulgent white floral sensations, of the islands, transfix your thoughts 
with sensuous wanderings. The heady exotic lure of the fragrance is hard to 
resist as the soft fresh breeze lulls you. 

Lavender Basil 
Flowers 

A most interesting composition of lavender, basil, a touch of licorice and 
mint, cedar wood and musk's; together create a most refreshing aura. 

Lavender Leaves 
Calming lavender flowers with their healing effects are infused with woody 
green notes of leaves, which balances the senses. 

Lavender Vanilla 
The calming and soothing effects of lavender are softened with the 
comforting nuances of vanilla. This produces a sweet herbal, medley with a 
beneficial mind quieting feeling. 

Mango Pomelo 
Mango and Pomelo lead this tropical celebration.  Hints of Passion Fruit, 
Orange and Peach add to the complexity of this unique fragrance. 

Miami Beach Fresh citrus cologne-like, with a musky background. Universal sex appeal.  

Mink Noire 

Opening notes of bergamot, tangerine and pink pepper lead you into a warm 
sensual body of jasmine, olibanum and gaiacwood; supported by delicious 
gourmand elements of vanilla, sandalwood and Musk. 
 

Mirabella 
White peach, Mirabella and fresh Bergamot are leading the way to a sheer 
floral heart of jasmine. Sensual musk add extra dimension to this fragrance.  

Moroccan Amber 

Welcoming notes of Italian bergamot, cooling eucalyptus, evergreen pine 
with touches of fresh lavender and cinnamon leads you to a blend warm 
vanilla, sweet musk, patchouli. 
 

New York 
A most elegant and warm fragrance highlighted with exotic notes of smoky 
cedarwood, clove, oakmoss, patchouli and sensual Haitian vetiver. 

Noel 
A festive fragrance medley of fresh evergreens, bayberry, ripe cranberry, 
zesty orange, persimmon, and warm notes of cinnamon and star anise. 
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Ocean Mint 
A splash of dewy mint & Caraway with ocean breeze undertones. Crisp 
lavender, sensual Jasmine, drift woods and musk complete this unique 
fragrance. 

Persuasion 
A delightful mix of sweet orange flowers (neroli), rosemary, refreshing 
bergamot, lemon, lavender, Jasmine, rose, and Musk. 

Pomelo V 

This fragrance is highlighted with the wonderfully fresh combination of 
Pomelo and Grapefruit. Additional fruity notes of mandarin, plum and 
passion fruit blend well with jasmine and aldehydes to complete this fresh 
and very diffusive fragrance.  

Sandalwood Gold 
A sweet blend of afternoon tea, rose petals and sweet vanilla combined with 
subtle notes of golden sandalwood. Supported by creamy amber and musk 
base note. 

Santal 
A warm and most sensual fragrance with cardamom, sandalwood, jasmine, 
blondwood, orris, ambroxan, patchouli and cashmere musk. 

Sensual Wood 
A warm and most luxurious fragrance. Highlighted with the comfort of 
sandalwood, jasmine, a bit of blondwood, orris and rich musks combine 
to create an aura of confidence and trust. 

Spicy Bakhour 
Dreams of magical Arabian nights infused with a woody floral oriental blend 
of mystery and romance are enriched with the fullness and passion of the 
sensual spices of the night. 

Sol & Sand 
Sun filled fragrance. Ylang ylang, roses and dewy cyclamen give this 
fragrance “summery” feel. A floral muguet add an extra fresh facet to the 
mind note.  

Sunny Citrus 
A bright uplifting citrus celebration sparkling forth with freshness. Tang and 
tartness are balanced with the just picked orchard sweetness. 

Sunset 
Bright citrus top notes enhanced with a touch of pineapple followed with 
sweet floral notes caressed by the warmth of soft woods and finished with a 
powdery vanilla base. 

Tabac Noir  
A woody tobacco fragrance with a virile heart of cedar wood, lavandin 
complemented by a sensual background of Tonka beans and musks. 

Terra 
An upscale and sophisticated fragrance that opens with a fruit blend accord 
and leads to a wonderful combination of woods amber and smoky notes. 

Tropical Sensation 
Bright tropical fruits of lush guava and exotic melons are culled by the 
crispness of cucumber and warmed by the creaminess of coconut. Sweet yet 
fresh.  

Unique 
An alluring medley of Bergamot leaves with a cool green effect. Tangerine 
and revitalizing lavender blossoms subtly blended with cedar wood, touches 
of fougere and musks. 
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Vanilla Cinnamon 
Indulge in the divine sweetness of vanilla spiced with cinnamon. A powdery 
spice engulfs you with comfort and security.  

White Jasmine 
A floral scent of Jasmine with mid notes of orange blossom and base notes of 
sandalwood and vanilla.  

White Tea and 
Bamboo 

Crisp citruses and Green Bamboo Leaves support the sensual White Tea 
heart of this creation. Clary Sage, Ginger Oil, and Ylang-Ylang complement 
the White Jasmine aspect of this fragrance. 

White Tea, Bamboo & 
Rosemary 

This fresh, invigorating blend of fennel seeds, raspberry blossom, and white 
tea meet with calming jasmine and herbaceous rosemary stems to enhance 
memory care. Bamboo leaf also creates a sense of tranquility for those who 
inhale this scent. 

White Tea and Fig 
A fresh, sparkling tea type opening with a citrus rind and sweet fig top-note 
followed by a heart of rose petal, violet leaf, jasmine and white tea bud and 
finishing with a woody, mossy-green, musky base-note. 

White Tea and Ginger 
Flowers  

Fresh cut Ginger with Bergamot and Mandarin. The sensual White Tea body 
is lifted by a crisp Watery Effect given by the Iced Cucumber 

White Tea and Thyme 
The calmness of white tea is infused with the brilliant citrus playfully 
mingling with the herbaceous notes of thyme. 

Winter Pine 
Snowflakes glisten on pine boughs rekindling a visit down memory lane to 
that special Christmas tree farm of yesteryear. 

Zen Garden 
A Relaxing and comforting blend of Lavender, Basil and Eucalyptus - 
soothing and tranquil. 
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ODOR NEUTRALIZING AROMAS 

Black Tea and Fig 

An herbal fruity tea type opening with a figgy, plum, citrusy sparkle, leading 
to an herbal, floral heart of black tea leaves, star anise, violet leaf, 
eucalyptus, rose, peony, sage and thyme and finishing with a ginger root, 
warm amber and white musk base note.  

Capri  

A Mediterranean feeling, musky-wood type with a bright, dewy bergamot 
top-note, a floral heart of geranium, jasmine, freesia, carnation and wild 
evergreen, and finishing with a warm, sun-dried driftwood, sandalwood 
and white musk base-note. 

Pure Sunshine  
A refreshing and relaxing blend of fresh citrus with floral mid notes and 
base notes of cleaning ozone.  

Royal Palm  
The regal scent of palm complimented by fresh mid notes of lime and sweet 
base notes of citrus.  

Southern Spring  
The fresh southern breezes peak your senses with delicious citrus and 
energizing juniper. The mellow character of Cedar wood provides a rich 
heart and body to the blend. 

Sparkling Goji Berry 
Juicy and bright! A bold, fragrant blend of fresh-picked goji berry infused 
with rich accents of sweet cranberry, sun-kissed mandarin, and a splash of 
zesty Valencia. 

Spring Rain  
The light and crisp experience of a deep breath taken after a fresh rain. 
Clean, purifying and invigorating.  

Vanilla Cedarwood Sage 
The fresh warm spicy herbaceous aroma of sage is fortified by the woody 
earthiness of cedar wood and balanced over the powdery warmth of 
Vanilla. 

Verbena 
A citrusy, green fragrance, having a sparkling lemon peel and casaba melon 
top-note, a floral heart of night blooming jasmine, rose, muguet and 
rosemary, and a white musky and green-mint base-note. 

Vintage Bloom  The delightful and invigorating floral bouquet of a flower field in the spring.   

White T (light) 
A sophisticated white tea accord with refreshing bergamot has been 
masterfully united with the richness and warmth of jasmine and lavender. 

Woodland Fresh 
Captures the aromatic scent of fresh-cut pine. Natural notes of rich 
Douglas fir and crisp pine balsam blend with uplifting accents of frosted 
eucalyptus, bright boxwood, and lush evergreen and aromatic bayberry. 
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FOOD / DRINK AROMAS 

Apple Pie 
A delightful journey back to the smell of apple pie cooling on grandma’s 
windowsill. Freshly baked sweet apples and fruity vanilla cinnamon spice.  

Baked Bread 
The wonderful fragrance of bread is evocative of freshly baked bread 
surrounding the bakeshop on Main St. Your mouth waters imagining the warm 
dough and the first buttery bite. 

Braeburn Apple 
Fresh juicy green apple accord blended with lemon and bergamot and fused 
with pear, pineapple and touches of passion fruit. Musk adds depth to the 
background. 

Chocolate 
Yum Yum goodness that melts in your mind and not in your hands. Sweet 
chocolate to tease the appetite with rich creaminess to satisfy and delight 

Chocolate Brownie  
Takes you back to the childhood delight of warm melted chocolate and just out 
of the oven brownie goodness.  

Chocolate Chip 
Cookies 

This scent recalls the sweet decadence of just baked chocolate chip cookies 
rising in the oven and releasing the indulgent aromas of chocolate, 
butterscotch and brown sugar throughout the kitchen. 

Cinnabun 
Enjoy the mouth-watering aroma of fresh baked cinnamon rolls and buttery 
icing. The warm dough and cinnamon infused with dripping icing tantalize your 
taste buds. 

Coconut 
A tropical creamy sun-drenched scent. Rich milky coconut blends with warmth 
and comfort.  

Coffee Robusta Reminiscent of good quality freshly brewed coffee.  

Dark Vanilla 
A rich vanilla essence with a hint of dark rum, gourmand notes, carnation, and 
musk combines to create a delectable and comfortable sensory indulgence. 

Gingerbread 
Fresh backed from Granma's kitchen. Spiced bakery notes of molasses, ginger, 
nutmeg, and cinnamon.  

Grapefruit 
The sparkling freshness of tree ripened grapefruit bursts forth with a 
tanginess of citrus and sun kissed warmth.  

Green Apple Crisp and tart eye opener. Fresh, sour, fruity apple notes lift the senses.  

Hot chocolate 
Rich and creamy chocolate base, with luscious notes of milk, butter and sugary 
marshmallows, adds to this dreamy and spot on interpretation of hot 
chocolate. 

Key Lime 
The fresh and tart experience of key lime pie with sweet base notes of citrus 
and crust.  

Milk Chocolate 
Melt in your mouth goodness as cocoa beans swirl in the creaminess of hot 
steamed milk, a chocolate lover’s delight. 
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Peppermint A delightful essential oil mix of refreshing and awakening peppermint. 

Piña Colada 
Luscious mixture of cream of coconut, fresh pineapple, and light rum, blended 
to a perfect sweetness and richness. 

Pizza 
Bubbling cheese and Mama's best tomato sauce! Italian spices bring it all 
homes with a hint of oregano, garlic and basil encased in a thin crust. 

Pizza Margarita 
A mouthwatering mix of oregano, rosemary, garlic, pizza crust, tomato and 
mozzarella cheese. 

Pumpkin Pie Blend of pumpkin, nutmeg and piecrust. 

Red Wine  
A blend of cabernet, petit Syrah, and touches of merlot. Fruity and floral with a 
hint of oak.  

Strawberry 
Enjoy the sublime aroma of freshly picked strawberries with this lovely sweet 
fragrance. A fruity basket balanced with the sweetness of vanilla 

Waffle Cone 
A touch of spice is hiding in the baked goodness of the creamy cone. You can 
discover its vanilla sweetness with the first crunchy bite.  

Watermelon 
Sweet refreshing melon of summertime picnics and backyard fun. Cooling, 
delectable, thirst-quencher with the smell of juicy right off the vine.  

 


